FOOD
in

taiwan

Bubble milk tea is one of most popular
“ night market ” drinks in Taiwan. The combination
of chewy bubble and fresh milk tea gives rise to
the sweetness and refreshment of it. Huge variations
have emerged in recent years such as chocolate
milk tea, pudding milk tea, taro milk tea, etc..
More specifically, bubble milk tea was originated
in Taichung, the middle part of Taiwan.
If you’re tempted, don’t hesitate to give it a try.
The most disgusting or the most delicious ?
That’s how different people think about
“ STINKY TOFU”.
These cube-shaped tofu was deep-fried and
further draped with spicy sauce. Finally, the
crispy surface and the tender center of Stinky
tofu mixed with stench make people drool.
The smellier it is, the more delicious and
traditional it will be.
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Fried chicken cutlet is one of Taiwan’s
specialties. Even if you are not a gourmet,
you can still be hooked on it by its
mouthwatering appearance and salty
flavor.. Take a visit to night markets in
Taiwan!!! I promise that you will definitely
get fat after sampling fried chicken cutlet
 Be sure to pay a visit to the night
markets in Taiwan, you will put on some
weight after sampling fried chicken cutlet.
Oyster omelet was originated in Tainan, the
southern part of Taiwan.
During the cooking process, it is thickened
with mixture of cornstarch and water,
while eggs, oysters, and vegetables are
added in The gummy chewiness is the
selling point. No wonder it was voted “the
best snack to represent Taiwan” in a poll of
1,000 Taiwanese by Global Views
Monthly in 2007.
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For Taiwanese people,
braised pork rice is really the
representative of Taiwan.
The popularity of this food is based
on its chopped pork, aromatic soy
sauce and five spices. After spooning
the meat over a bowl of rice, it can’t
be appetizing anymore.

“Taiwanese Hot Dogs” are made with
regular sausages wrapped in glutinous rice
sausages.
Because Taiwanese hot dog is a normal
hot dog with sticky rice, it’s oversized
compared to the normal one.
Some toppings such as garlic and
cucumber are usually added on it.
You definitely can’t miss the tradition when
taking a trip to Taiwan.

In Taiwan, we got our own festival “
Taipei International Beef Noodles Festival ”,
which indicates our Taiwanese people love
beef noodles. The magic power of beef
noodles lies in the perfect fusion of the
springy beef, tasty noodles., and especially
how the soup is processed. With more
innovative recipe about it springing up like
mushrooms, the texture becomes more
and more scrumptious

Xiaolongbao is a kind of Shanghainese
food, but Taiwanese’s creativity makes it
more terrific than before. The most famous
Xiaolongbao restaurant in Taiwan is “Din
Tai Fung”. Bao has a flat bottom and
curved top and basically is made up of
flour, water and sugar. Having a bite of it,
then the hot juicy filling popping out will
surprisingly satisfy your appetite It’s really a
taste feast.
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